
Lewes Ammonite. 
The Lewes Ammonite is an  Ammonite made of Portland stone that sits in the middle of a 
roundabout. It is positioned at the end of Cuilfail tunnel on the eastern approach to Lewes.  
It is placed there because of the massive number of fossilised ammonites that were found when 
the tunnel was being dug. Quite why anyone would want a reminder of ammonites is a mystery. 
Equally mysterious is why it had to be six feet high and tolled from a lump of stone. Locally this 
creation is known affectionately as Brian the Snail. Magic Roundabout? Who knows... 
 
Eight man dance. 
Double stepped - 123 hop. 
Music - William Taylor’s Table Top Hornpipe. 
Sticks by the sides and held in the middle. 
 
Chorus - B music 
Clash High once diagonally 2 with 3  ( 6 with 7) and then strike forward twice quickly with your 
partner 1 with 2, 3 with 4. ( 5 with 6 7 with 8). 
At the same time 1 and 4 ( 5 and 6) strike low diagonally and then twice forward.  
Then with partners each cross the set to their partner’s place. This is a 123 hop (and as you hop 
you turn into face as you are in the air) 123 hop on the spot and then repeat the hi,lo, across 
clashing - note lows stay low! High stays High! Re cross the set in the same manner as 
previously and  ready for the figure. 
 
Figure 1 
Rounds 
123 hop into a circle.  
Middles go out ends 123 hop (an on the spot)  to face in. 
The set then dances round clockwise and back to your place. 
 
Figure 2 
Lines 
123hop into a line - sticks rising to between shoulder and waist height (SBSWH) and vertical, 
123hop on the spot with arms going straight out to the right and behind the person alongside 
you- grunt with this move. 
 Then on the spot 123hop (SBSWH), followed by 123 hop forward moving slightly to the right 
reforming an 8 man set - sticks now drop to the side.  
Back into line sliding slightly right as you do so to form a new line on the other side of your 
partner  (SBSWH). 123hop on the spot arms out to the right (grunt). Then 123hop back 
(SBSWH) finally one on the spot in your original place stick drops to the side. 
 
Figure 3  
Compass 
Part A middle four.  All four go diagonally back 123H, they then go 123H forward quickly 
crossing behind the person to the left and turning on the hop then 123H backwards into the 



space vacated by their diagonal partner, then 123H spot and moving to the spot to the right 
123H - 123H on the spot, then 123H to the space to their right 123H on the spot….Chorus. 
The above is more easily described as back, diagonally across, right to space across or along, 
hold, back to space.  
 
Meanwhile  
Part B the four ends 123H to be shoulder to shoulder with their partner then 123H (in the 
direction they are facing) halfway up the outside of the set to meet right shoulder to shoulder 
with the dancer from the other end 123H on the spot - keep going around until you get back to 
place. Note MOVE! 
 
Figure 4 
Grand Chain 
Or a very Long Hey 
 
1 and 2 face down 7 and 8 up, with the middles facing up, 3 and 4, down 5 and 6. From the 
perspective of number one, go down cross right where 4 was, left were 6 was, to 8 for a right 
bottom turn right to where 7 was, then back up the set 5,3,1 and back to place. Every dancer 
does a similar going around the complete set (starting from the direction they face) and going 
along the line and across, along across and back to place. 
 
Figure 5 
Final round 
As for figure one, but finish 123 face out – sticks held in both hands and grunt . Sticks go back 
to shoulders to dance off - 1 leads off. 
 
Dance DaveJ  2017. 
Notation Dave J 
 
 
 
 
 


